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Middle Georgia (MidGA) Sites
Address:
Gordon: State Spur 18, Gordon, GA 31031
McIntyre: 1277 Dedrick Road, McIntyre, GA 31054

Start of Operations: 1907
Location: The Middle Georgia (MidGA) sites support both the Catalysts and
Performance Chemical Divisions of BASF.
McIntyre Operations are composed of three manufacturing plants, Edgar, Daveyville
and Toddville. All three plants are located at 1277 Dedrick Road just off HWY 57 in
McIntyre, Georgia.
Gordon Operations are located at the HWY 18 Spur in Gordon, Georgia.
The minerals operations are set up in strategic locations across Georgia.
Site Director: Scott Brandenburg
Site Manager (CCP): Kris Towers
Number of buildings/plants: Four kaolin process and manufacturing operations
and three mining milling operations. The mining and plant operations are connected
by 75 miles of pipelines. BASF owns or leases approximately 38,000 acres of land
in central Georgia.
Number of Employees: 700 (including on-site contractors)
Products/Uses:
Mining and processing of kaolin products. Kaolin is a naturally occurring mineral
found in central Georgia. The products manufactured at the sites are utilized in oil
refining as a cracking catalyst and industrial products such as paints (both
automotive and construction), rubber, plastics, wire and cable insulation, thermal
paper, construction materials, and substrates for catalytic converters
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Site Overview:
The BASF sites and operations in central Georgia have a long history of
commitment to environmental and safety performance. The sites maintain good
relationships with the community, local elected and appointed officials and state
regulatory agencies. BASF is the primary employer and financial contributor for the
rural area and actively support community organizations. The sites maintain strong
working relationship with local emergency responders and support emergency
response training needs to make sure personnel are prepared at all times.
Economic Impact:
BASF is one of the largest employers in the area and a major contributor to the local
economy.

